Enhance your Empathic Intelligence!
and Learn about Art!

The Blind Man’s Meal—Pablo Picasso

“Fantastic course. Therapeutic, informative, and reformative.”
“To increase my observation skills (goals) and do something creative;
these sessions exceeded my expectations.”

Visual Empathy Part 1: Friday December 7, 2019 from 4 to 6.30 pm
What is self-empathy and how does it relate to empathic intelligence? Through looking at art,
and engaging in creative art and writing exercises, in this workshop you enhance your capacity
for self-empathy and explore how this key skill functions as a central building block to empathic
intelligence.
Visual Empathy Part 2: Sunday December 8, 2019 from 10.30 am to 1 pm

How can you enhance your empathic intelligence? In part 2 of our Visual Empathy workshop,
through looking at art and engaging in creative art and writing exercises, you access powerful
tactics to learn how to shift points of view in a way that leads to increased empathic intelligence.

Who should attend?
Physicians, medical students and all medical personnel as well as students and professionals
interested in overriding their blind spots and enhancing their observational and empathic
intelligence.

Art experience is welcome but not necessary
Cost





$125 per workshop (includes the museum entrance fee)
$225 for both workshops (includes 2 museum entrance fees)
$85 per workshop for students (includes the museum entrance fee)
$135 for both workshops for students (includes 2 museum entrance fees)
Location: The MET Museum in NYC

Space is limited to ensure interactivity!
To register go to http://squareup.com/store/artmed-insight
for more information check out our website www.artmedinsight.org
to contact us: info@artmedinsight.org

Course leader: Anna Willieme, MFA, is the founder and director of ArtMed inSight. She
is on the seminar faculty of the NYU School of Medicine and leads ArtMed inSight programs at leading
medical institutions in the US. Willieme was a lecturer at the MET for over ten years and is a visual artist
with exhibition experience in galleries and public spaces in both the US and Europe.

